Modern biological research relies heavily on microscopic imaging. The advanced genetic toolkit of Drosophila makes it possible to label molecular and cellular components with unprecedented level of specificity necessitating the application of the most sophisticated imaging technologies. Imaging in Drosophila spans all scales from single molecules to the entire populations of adult organisms, from electron microscopy to live imaging of developmental processes. As the imaging approaches become more complex and ambitious, there is an increasing need for quantitative, computer-mediated image processing and analysis to make sense of the imagery. Bioimage Informatics is an emerging research field that covers all aspects of biological image analysis from data handling, through processing, to quantitative measurements, analysis and data presentation. Some of the most advanced, large scale projects, combining cutting edge imaging with complex bioimage informatics pipelines, are realized in the Drosophila research community. In this review, we discuss the current research in biological image analysis specifically relevant to the type of systems level image datasets that are uniquely available for the Drosophila model system. We focus on how state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms are impacting the ability of Drosophila researchers to analyze biological systems in space and time. We pay particular attention to how these algorithmic advances from computer science are made usable to practicing biologists through open source platforms and how biologists can themselves participate in their further development.
Introduction
Biological image analysis is a very rich field that affects all aspects of modern biological research dealing with imaging across many scales, from molecules to whole organisms. The Drosophila research community is no exception and needs image analysis methods to extract quantitative information from microscopy images. Over the years the tasks associated with processing and analyzing the output of microscopy technologies have become increasingly more complex. This is partly because the imaging technologies are developing rapidly, but also because the reverse genetic toolkit of Drosophila is making ever more sophisticated approaches to visualize molecular components in the organism possible. Resulting high dimensional image data need to be processed, visualized, quantified, analyzed and presented to the scientific community. Bioimage informatics is an emerging scientific discipline that addresses the image analysis problems associated with biological image data.
Research on the Drosophila model system provides specific examples of all common biological image analysis scenarios. The field is too broad to be covered in a single comprehensive review. Therefore, we concentrate here on selected examples of advanced image analysis problems and solutions that emerge from the unique large scale projects that exploit the powerful Drosophila reverse genetic toolkit. These projects often represent the most advanced applications of systematic, genome-scale bioimage informatics. We begin by discussing the systematic efforts to map patterns of gene expression for all genes in the genome in various developmental scenarios. We review the rich literature in computational biology journals and at computer vision conferences dealing with the analysis of 2D and 3D staining patterns and the impact of these technological papers on the respective fields -biology and computer vision. We next introduce the cutting edge imaging projects that aspire to capture entire Drosophila organs at high resolution or follow dynamic morphogenetic processes in toto. We discuss briefly the renaissance of electron microscopy (EM) investigations particularly in the neurobiology field and how image registration techniques become indispensable for application of EM to large tissues. Finally, we present an overview of computer vision methods available to segment and track labeled components in 4D image data and how they are slowly finding their way into the Drosophila application domains.
It is clear that in order to apply advanced computer science approaches to biological image analysis by biologists, it is necessary to have the tools available as easy-to-use, preferably open source, programs. Therefore, for each of the problems discussed here we highlight the tools that are implemented in an accessible way. In the Section 5 we discuss the open source platforms that have emerged in recent years and that are collecting the biological image analysis solutions, maintaining them and making them accessible to the biology community. We will point out which tools are particularly relevant for Drosophila researchers and why. Finally, we will also show how biologists can participate in developing, extending or adapting the open source software to their specific research needs.
Image analysis of systematically collected atlases of patterns of gene expression

Analysis of 2D RNA in situ datasets
Ever since the genome of Drosophila became available [1] , it was possible to apply classical techniques such as in situ hybridization (ISH) to all genes in the genome and systematically catalog patterns of gene expression in various tissues [2] [3] [4] [5] . The patterns were typically documented using fairly standard wide-field or fluorescence microscopy techniques, as 2D images of whole mount specimen. The datasets were unique in a sense that they consisted of tens of thousands of images acquired under relatively controlled conditions. Controlled vocabularies (CV) were used to make the data accessible to searches and global computational analysis. Grouping of similar patterns and searching was not done using the images themselves, but rather relied on expert judgments about the patterns. Despite the standardization of imaging procedures and limited number of annotators, controlled vocabulary annotation suffers from human bias -even an experienced embryologists would annotate the same patterns differently when presented with them multiple times.
In order to reduce the annotator bias, several groups have independently made an effort to organize the gene expression data using computer-assisted image analysis approaches. The first attempt at organizing the ISH data using the images themselves was the FlyExpress database allowing blast like searches of the expression patterns based on mostly manual segmentations ( Fig. 1a and b http://www.flyexpress.net [6, 7] . The manual segmentations from FlyExpress have been incorporated into FlyBase. The FlyExpress search tool has grown over the years to also include data from the fluorescent in situ hybridizations (FISH) [4] and images of Drosophila embryos extracted from open access literature corpus [8] . FlyExpress has been used by its authors to study gene expression patterns of paralogs [9] and there is a desktop version of the software, which biologists can use to upload their own data and search them against the systematically collected databases [10] . Biologists on the go can use the database even using an iPhone application [11] .
One way to simplify image analysis of the ISH data is to reduce the dimensionality of the images. For example, one can downsample the embryos by overlaying it with a triangular mesh with fixed number of triangles and integrating the staining signal in each triangle [12] . Each expression pattern becomes represented by a 311 dimensional vector that can be easily compared between patterns and used for clustering of similar patterns together. The authors used this approach to classify patterns during the blastoderm stage, where it is particularly difficult to describe the patterns by CV annotations since the cells lack distinguishing morphological characteristics. The mesh approach also lends itself to straightforward implementation of image-based search and is available through the BDGP website as a annotation independent gateway into the ISH dataset (Fig. 1c-e http://insitu.fruitfly.org/cgi-bin/ex/ insitu.pl).
Developmental anatomy of Drosophila embryo is complex and it is a difficult task even for an expert biologist to correctly interpret a staining pattern when presented with a finite set of stage-specific images. How can the computer perform well at this task? Even though the data are collected using strictly controlled imaging protocols, at the end, the computer is presented with a limited sample of 2D image snapshots of a complex 3D pattern that is in reality dynamically changing during development. Interestingly, it is specifically this incompleteness of the data that makes the problem challenging for the computer science community. It turns out that the expert CV annotations are the crucial ingredient that makes the problem tractable. The computer vision community has limited interest in Drosophila research, however its researchers see a large standardized dataset of images that have been expertly labeled. This presents an opportunity to apply machine-learning techniques in combination with segmentation and feature extraction algorithms to yield relatively consistent results in expression pattern classification. Over the years several independent groups have applied state-of-the-art computer vision approaches to decompose the patterns, group similar patterns together, and annotate based on learned examples [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Initially, Hanchuan Peng and colleagues used advanced computer vision techniques [13, 23, 24] , to detect similar patterns, however these approaches were applied to an unfinished ISH dataset. Computational biologist, Uwe Ohler, took a more statistical approach of testing against randomized, dimensionally reduced datasets to identify similarities among patterns [18] . Later on Ohler developed an approach based on sparse Bayesian factor analysis that attempts to decompose the complex patterns into simple building blocks and use such lower dimensional representation for comparisons [19] . They also extended this approach to analysis of pattern development across time [20] . Yeping Ye and co-workers used the data from the FlyExpress database to extract a number of commonly used local invariant image features 2 from the embryo images and combine them to match similar patterns [15] . They also used an approach from text mining, called bag-of-words, to construct visual code books from the extracted invariant features across groups of images representing one pattern as defined by the annotation terms and used these representations to annotate [16, 25] . Recently these authors developed an interesting approach to determine the exact stage of the embryos in the pictures going beyond the approximate assignment into a stage group and this approach had found its way into FlyExpress [26] . The interest of the computer vision community in this problem is not diminishing. A completely independent system for embryo image analysis, SPEX2, reusing some of the previous approaches such as mesh representation has been developed in the lab of Eric Xing [21] and applied to network analysis of the BDGP data [27] . As for all approaches discussed in this paragraph, the code to perform the analysis is accessible only to experts. In summary, the BDGP ISH data turned out to be a useful playground for computer vision experts to develop, test and compare advanced image classification algorithms. Some of the methods dealing with data have been published at dedicated computer vision conferences, which is the primary publishing venue in this field [23, 24, 17, 28, 22, 29] . Unfortunately, very little of this research has had direct impact on biology. For example, none of the numer-2 Local invariant features are pixel level representations of image patches commonly used in computer vision that are insensitive to transformations such as scaling or translation/rotation, i.e. similar features can be recognized in similar images regardless of orientation of the objects in the images.
ous machine driven annotation results were incorporated into the CV annotation dataset, because the level and types of errors in the automated annotation is still too high to be useful to biology. There is also a significant redundancy in the research efforts. For example, the mesh approach has been implemented by three independent groups [12, 27, 30] . The consequence of poor code sharing practices is that even now, after all the research done on the subject, when someone wants to analyze ISH data they have to start by developing their own basic processing tools for embryo segmentation [29] .
Biologists are collecting embryo ISH images routinely and an accessible software for quantitatively analyzing them and comparing them with large-scale databases would be very useful. Quantitative approaches are also required to compare patterns across species [31] and to analyze ISH data from other tissues such as imaginal discs [32, 33] . In the future it will be important to bring the ISH analysis pipeline to one of the open source platforms for biological image analysis. There is a need for modular open source software that is simplifying the entry point into the data (by implementing standard embryo extraction and registration tasks) and enables seamless incorporation of advanced classification and analysis approaches.
Analysis of gene expression data captured in 3D
The major limitation of the ISH embryo datasets is that inherently 3D dynamical developmental system is documented by static 2D snapshots. Imaging technologies to scan Drosophila embryos in 3D are readily available, however they are relatively slow and so it would be difficult to achieve the same throughput of imaging as in high-throughput ISH screens. The Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project focused on imaging transcription factors at the blastoderm stage of embryo development using antibody stainings and two-photon confocal microscopy [34] . The resolution of the imaging was sufficient to distinguish essentially all nuclei throughout the embryo and reduce the dimensionality of the data into a point cloud 3D representation. Quantitative analysis of the data was facilitated by registering all acquired 3D images into a composite Virtual Embryo using a reference gene expression pattern common to all embryos. As every specimen is different, it was necessary to warp the point-clouds to map the gene boundaries of the reference marker onto a standard morphological template [35] . In order to be able to follow the pattern over time it was necessary to establish correspondences between nuclei from different temporal cohorts using dynamical morphological templates incorporating real data on nuclear positions and movements [36] . This general approach was later used to compare spatial gene expression patterns between different Drosophila species [37, 38] . The Drosophila melanogaster dataset consists of 3D scans for 95 genes at 6 different temporal cohorts and served as a starting point for modeling of transcription factor networks in the early embryo [35, 39] . Interestingly, similar predictive models of gene regulatory networks [40] [41] [42] can be extracted from 2D confocal datasets further dimensionally reduced to 1D line profiles along the anterior posterior axis [43] [44] [45] . Since the 2D data are clearly sufficient to perform network inference at least in this setting [46] and collecting the 3D image data requires substantial resources, it may be useful to invest in robust, open source pipeline for dealing with 2D ISH data especially for comparative analysis [31] .
Systematic imaging of patterns of gene activity is not limited to Drosophila embryos. In recent years, Janelia Farm Research Campus has made a concerted effort to generate promoter constructs to assay for enhancer activity across the genome. The primary goal of this project is to generate UAS/GAL4 reagents capable of targeting relatively smaller neuronal subpopulations in the CNS compared to standard enhancer traps [47] . The lines have been systematically imaged in the adult brain [48] and several other tissues [49, 50] by confocal microscopy. The 3D brain data were aligned to a common atlas using the software BrainAligner [51] . It uses an automatically recognizable subset of manually selected landmarks defined by general neuronal marker to warp the subject brain into the target brain. The atlas enables comparison of the neuronal networks in sparsely labeled transgenic enhancers constructs. The approach is powerful and will likely supersede previous pioneering efforts to systematically map neuroanatomy using manual approaches [52] . The tool is available as open source plugin to Vaa3D suite [53] where it synergizes with state-of-the-art visualization and segmentation tools. Importantly, the data are provided to the Drosophila community through dedicated interface at Janelia Farm and also through an independent Virtual Fly Brain project [54, 55] . These online tools will become particularly powerful when Drosophila researchers will be able to upload their own Drosophila brain images and compare against the databases similarly to Flyexpress for ISH embryo data. The tools to analyze neuronal morphology by comparing shapes are available [56] .
3. Image processing of spatially or temporally large microscopy data Modern Drosophila developmental biology increasingly relies on the imaging of large samples with high spatial and temporal resolution. Classical confocal microscopy is only capable of delivering high-resolution imaging for relatively small parts of the specimen. Depending on the type of analysis, several approaches can be undertaken to achieve high resolution throughout the entire sample.
Tiled imaging, stitching and processing of serial sections
For analysis of fixed, relatively thin samples like imaginal discs, where temporal resolution is not relevant, classical confocal microscopy can be combined with an automated microscopic stage to cover large fields of view at maximal spatial resolution. These often automatically acquired 3D image tiles can be completely automatically aligned using image stitching tools available in Fiji [57, 58] , XuvTools [59] , Vaa3D [53] , TeraStitcher [60] . These software tools make use of the Fourier based phase correlation to directly compute the translation between adjacent tiles in 3D and combine all pairwise overlaps into one globally optimal solution that does not propagate errors (Fig. 2a) . The underlying phase correlation method is very efficient, therefore the computation time is typically significantly lower than the time it takes to acquire the tiled confocal dataset.
An extreme example of tiled imaging of large tissues is the application of an imaging modality that offers the ultimate spatial resolution -electron microscopy (EM). In this case it is necessary to image thin sections (which can be produced by various means -for recent review see [61] to gain insight into the 3D structure of the specimen. The combination of imaging large areas with nanometer resolution and across hundreds or thousands of tens of nanometers 'thick' sections, results in enormous amounts of image data that have to registered. It has been proposed that in the neurobiology such data will provide insight into both microand macro-architecture of the Drosophila nervous system [62] . Therefore, the large scale EM approaches are experiencing a resurgence and Drosophila is leading the way especially through the CNS mapping projects run at Janelia Farm. The datasets produced there often consist of hundreds of thousands of EM images.
The ultimate goal of collecting serial section EM data of large pieces of Drosophila brain or ventral nerve cord (Fig. 2b) is to reconstruct the connectome. Connectomics has been successfully applied to decipher the local motion detection circuit in Drosophila optic medulla [63] . The EM data have been reconstructed using a image processing pipeline developed at Janelia Farm [64] , however access to these computational tools remains limited. An alternative, more accessible, set of tools for reconstruction of serial section EM data have been developed under the Fiji project (see Section 5) .
Serial section EM reconstruction requires the solution of two connected problems: stitching of overlapping image tiles, whose arrangement is typically known, within each section and registration of such mosaics between sections that have been independently cut and stained in case of Transmission EM data (TEM). Illustrates the principle of 3D image stitching on a multi-tile acquisition of a Drosophila central nervous system. Several tiles are acquired using a confocal microscope and a motorized microscopic stage; the correct overlap between the tiles is computed and a final output image covering the entire specimen is rendered. (b) Schematic drawing of the central nervous system of Drosophila larva [153] . VNC -ventral nerve cord, SOG -subesophageal ganglion, T1-3 -thoracic segments, A1-9 -abdominal segments. The blue box marks the approximate area that was subjected to serial section transmission electron microscopy. The blow up shows a sagittal section through that volume after elastic registration. Stephan Saalfeld proposed to use SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) features [65] to connect corresponding image content both within sections and across sections and to iteratively minimize the displacement of corresponding SIFT features across the entire system of overlapping image tiles [66] . The approach relies on the corresponding features being correct, which is ensured using stringent consensus filters 3 [67] . The approach is as-rigid-as-possible in a sense that it does not arbitrarily deform individual images and relies only on their affine transformations. 4 ( Fig. 2c) . While this approach can reconstruct large portions of Drosophila brain with precision sufficient to make biological insights [68] , the pervasiveness of artifacts and non-linear deformations in serial section TEM data make reliable extraction of neuronal profiles cumbersome even using manual approaches. Thus Saalfeld extended his approach to develop an algorithm that takes the SIFT alignment as a starting point and uses local block matching 5 in triangulated images to perform constrained global elastic alignment (Fig. 2d  [69] ). The key feature of the algorithm is that block matches are computed not only between adjacent sections but in a broader section vicinity (Fig. 2e ). This tends to preserve the continuously changing neuronal shapes across sections and to remove the characteristic jitter caused by artifacts that are uncorrelated across the section series (Fig. 2f ). All the registration tools are integrated into a powerful open source software suite for management, registration, and analysis of serial EM datasets, TrakEM2, developed by Albert Cardona [70] and distributed through the Fiji project [58] . The pipeline is applicable to small and large scale EM datasets (even block face EM data need registration correction, Stephan Saalfeld personal communication) and can also be used to register serially stained array tomography section series [69, 71] .
Processing of multi-view light sheet microscopy data
In order to completely cover large non-transparent samples like Drosophila embryos or larvae, it is necessary to image the specimen in multiple 3D orientations, from multiple angles (views). Initially, rotational devices had been devised to combine rotation and confocal microscopy [72] , but they remained a niche solution as the approach is limited to imaging of fixed samples and is very tricky to realize. The recent emergence of Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM, also called Light Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy, LSFM) [73] dramatically changed the landscape in light microscopy field (for recent review of light sheet technology see [74] . Apart from sample rotation, SPIM offers significantly reduced photobleaching and fast acquisition due to orthogonal light-sheet illumination and detection (Fig. 1g) and thereby allows live imaging of entire Drosophila embryos at cellular resolution throughout development. The resulting datasets are useful to study morphogenetic movements, can be used to record patterns of gene expression [75] , and have the potential to enable the reconstruction of entire lineage trees of developing Drosophila embryos.
Due to the enormous amount of image data generated by SPIM, reconstruction, viewing, and analysis of the data is a major computational challenge. The reconstruction of multi-view time-lapse datasets typically consists of multi-view registration whereby the different acquired views are placed on top of each other optimally in a 3D space (Fig. 2h) . Multi-view registration can be achieved by robust and efficient matching of external landmarks like fluorescent beads (Fig. 2i) [76] , matching of sample intensities [77] or by precise calibration of the optical setup [73, 78] . The registration is followed by a multi-view fusion step when the data from different views are combined into a single isotropic output image. Multi-view fusion combines the overlapping views using weighted averages of the pixel values from the different registered views (Fig. 2j) [77, 76, 79] . Multi-view deconvolution has been proposed as a powerful alternative to simple multi-view fusion as it significantly increases resolution and contrast in the reconstructed sample (compare Fig. 2j and k) [77, 80] . In general, the deconvolution attempts to computationally identify the most probable underlying image that gave rise to the image observed in the microscope taking into account the optical properties of the microscope. The repeated observations of the same specimen from different angles make the difficult deconvolution problem more tractable. Based on previous research in the medical community [81] , improved multiview deconvolution based on Poisson statistics has recently been adapted for SPIM [82, 83] , and optimized to a point that allows real-time deconvolution of long-term time-lapse acquisitions (Fig. 2k) [84] . The software for bead-based registration as well as efficient multi-view deconvolution is available as plugin and open-source code in Fiji.
Since SPIM microscopy is now readily available to practicing biologists through commercial products (Carl Zeiss Microimaging Lightsheet Z.1) and open access platforms [85, 86] , it is important that Drosophila biologists are ready to deal with the data torrent coming off these microscopes. The implementation for SPIMage processing in Fiji is applicable to both Lightsheet Z.1 and OpenSPIM and crucially, all the tools can be deployed on a compute cluster in parallel (http://fiji.sc/SPIM_Registration_on_cluster).
The latest light sheet microscopy paradigms [87, 88] do not rely on sample rotation but also they need image processing before the data can be used for analysis. This is also true for the structured illumination bessel beam light sheet microscope [89] that captured the imagination of biologists with beautiful images and movies. Yet these simply do not realize without appropriate software.
Even viewing the gigantic, processed datasets is often not possible with standard software as it exceed the limits of RAM of typical workstation computers. A simple way to view reconstructed data is to use Fiji's option of opening virtual stacks, but then viewing and analysis options are limited. A more advanced tool for interactively slicing, viewing and processing on very large, terabyte range datasets in real-time is the BigDataViewer (Pietzsch T., personal communication) that is provided as a Fiji plugin (http://fiji.sc/BigDataViewer). Another possibility, that is currently under development, is to extend the GoogleMaps style web tool CATMAID [90] to include the temporal dimension. By adapting the neuron tracing tools (http://catmaid.org) to manual tracking of nuclei or proofreading of automated segmentations one can crowd source the analysis of SPIM data.
SPIM datasets are the prime examples of challenging, next generation microscopy data that in its scale rival the wildest imagination of biologists and will impress even computer scientists used to what is sometimes referred to as Big Data. Acquiring and processing the data is only the first step, in order to learn something new from the recordings of cellular anatomy of an entire embryo, cells and other labeled biological entities have to be identified and followed across time. The following article will deal with computer vision approaches to these problems.
Segmentation and tracking
Segmentation and tracking of labeled molecular components are the most common tasks in biological image analysis. These tasks have received a lot of attention in the computer vision literature, however typically on natural images that differ from 3 Coarse outliers are removed using the RANSAC algorithm (RANdom SAmple Consensus [67] ) which finds the largest subset of features that all agree on the same transformation. The inlier set is further pruned using a robust trimmed M-estimator to match the expected distribution of displacement errors. 4 Affine transformation includes translation, rotation and scaling. 5 Essentially computing cross-correlation between blocks of pixel in a local vicinity.
biological data significantly. In a nutshell, the faces of humans in video sequences have identity which helps distinguish one person from another whereas labeled nuclei in microscopy images typically lack such stable distinguishing characteristics. In this section we discuss the general segmentation and tracking approaches and how they can be adapted to the biological context. Tracking and segmentation are intimately related problems. The goal is to segment objects from image data while keeping track of the identity of those objects. This means to link all segments that represent the same object in sequences of different images. Note that this need not be tracking over time necessarily -it also applies to other tasks like object registration across different views, or following neuronal profiles across large 3D volumes.
Ideally one would like to solve both problems jointly, for example by obtaining the maximum a posteriori solution of a suitable generative model, roughly meaning that one finds the most probable interpretation given a model that is capable of explaining all possible datasets. Such an approach would promise a low error rate but is unfortunately computationally infeasible. Hence, simplifying approximations have to be made in order to achieve acceptable runtime. One such simplification, that is made almost universally in the available literature, is to address segmentation and tracking as separate problems that are solved in sequence. Published tracking systems use a wide variety of segmentation methods which can in many cases be replaced by each other without rendering the tracking machinery non-functional.
We review frequently used and important segmentation and tracking mechanisms. Due to the vast amounts of literature and ideas in both fields we cannot include all existing approaches and would like to apologize in case your favorite segmentation or tracking method did not find its way into this document.
Segmentation
Image segmentation, or just segmentation, is the process of finding all the objects of interest in a given dataset. While, in some cases, it might be sufficient to simply return a list of coordinates at which those objects were found, other applications might require a detailed characterization of appearance and shape of those objects. Examples from Drosophila research include segmentation of labeled nuclei, e.g. [88] , segmentation of labeled cell boundaries in epithelia [91] ), or segmentation of neuronal profiles in serial section EM datasets [92] [93] [94] .
Detecting maxima
Compact structures, such as cell nuclei, can simply be described by the image coordinates of their centroids. For some applications, such as lineage tracing, this may be sufficient. Additional shape information, though, can be handy for distinguishing objects in densely packed areas.
Spot detection methods often proceed by searching for areas of certain shape and size in the data. This is best achieved by convolving the image with filter templates (kernels). Commonly used kernels are the Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) or Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG). To detect blobs of variable size such filter approaches are often combined with automatic scale detection mechanisms [95] . In cases where nuclei are not labeled, but their outlines are still visible as darker regions within the cytoplasm [96] , the approach can be turned around by detecting local minima in the images.
Watershed and component trees
Several segmentation methods are based on thresholding, that is, classifying the image voxels as either foreground (object) or background based on intensity. In the simplest case one single threshold is selected, either globally for the whole image or adaptively for each voxel based on local image features [97] . All voxels are set to either 1 (foreground) or 0 (background) based on the result of comparing the voxel's intensity to the threshold value. After that it is assumed that each connected foreground component corresponds to one segmented object. This assumption is obviously rarely correct.
More sophisticated methods are based on the so called component tree of the image. A component tree is built by iteratively thresholding at increasing (or decreasing) threshold values. Wellknown examples are the Watershed transform [98] and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions [99] .
Graph-cuts and parametric max-flow
A segmentation problem can be formulated as a graph connecting each pixel to its direct neighbors as well as to terminal nodes representing foreground and background. Preferences of each pixel for being foreground or background, as well as certain smoothness or shape constraints [100] can then be encoded in costs that are associated with each edge individually. Given such a graph, a segmentation can be obtained by finding a graph-cut of minimal cost (min-cut), i.e. a set of edges of minimal summed cost that, when removed, separate the terminal nodes (foreground and background). 6 An interactive extension to graph-cut based segmentation was suggested by Boykov and Jolly [102] . They describe how a user can influence the segmentation by fixing some pixels to be either foreground or background. The utility of this and similar approach stems from the fact that finding a min-cut can be solved very efficiently [101] . Graph cuts with a shape prior have been applied to the segmentation of nuclei in the zebrafish embryo by Lou et al. [103] .
In the previous section we discussed thresholding methods that apply a sequence of thresholds instead of a single one. Similarly, instead of a single min-cut, a sequence of min-cuts can be computed, varying a parameter of the cost function. Similar to a component tree this will yield multiple hypotheses for segmentation. Kolmogorov et al. [104] showed that the set of all such hypotheses can be efficiently computed.
Deformable models
Deformable models are initialized with a segment contour, a closed curve in 2D or surface in 3D, that is then iteratively modified in order to minimize an adequate cost function. This cost function contains internal and external terms. Internal terms refer to contour-inherent costs such as length or bending energy while external terms describe the dissimilarity cost between the contour and the underlying image -for example the distance between contour segments and edges in the image.
Deformable models can be classified as active contour methods or level set methods. Active contour models (or snakes) [105] are parameterized by a set of control points, while level set methods [106] work by identifying the zero level set of an auxiliary function not using such discrete control points. Level set methods can therefore naturally handle topology changes during the iterative evolution of the contour, while the strong point of active contour approaches lies in the natural way they can express biophysically motivated constraints [107] .
Deformable models require an initial segment contour which might be obtained by one of the methods discussed above. In the context of tracking, the contour can be initialized with the segmentation obtained in the previous time-point, assuming that tracked objects do not move too much between frames [108] .
Statistical classification systems
With a perfect classification system at hand, one that looks at each pixel in a dataset and returns the correct object class of that pixel, image segmentation would be solved. One of the main characteristics of statistical classification systems, in contrast to previously introduced segmentation methods, is that they have to be trained on labeled data (already classified examples) before they can be used to classify more data. The arguably best known statistical learning systems of this kind are neural networks [109] , Support-vector machines [110] and Random Forest Classifier [111] . In the interest of space we cannot discuss the principles upon which those systems work here. Instead we refer the interested reader to the vast amounts of available literature.
In recent years, Random Forests [111, 112] became very popular. Random forest classifier can be very efficiently trained and applied to relatively large datasets. This makes them intrinsically interesting for large biological datasets. Many existing tools, like the Advanced Weka Segmentation plugin (http://fiji.sc/Advanced_ Weka_Segmentation) in Fiji [58] or Ilastik [113] , make extensive use of this technique.
We think it is useful and important to mention that pixel classification systems can be combined with other segmentation methods in various ways. Watershed or graph-cut based methods, just to name one example, can be applied on probability maps created by a statistical classifier.
It is crucial to bear in mind that choosing an adequate segmentation method is important, but that having adequate tools to visualize results and allow one to alter automated segmentation results is absolutely central in order to guarantee sound data upon which one can start scientific reasoning (Fig. 3) . In Section 5 we take a closer look at available tools.
Tracking
In this section we will first review the state of the art of tracking in biological data and then have a specific look at tracking in Drosophila research.
One particular group of tracking approaches are particle tracking systems [114] which assume that all segments are point-like particles. One such particle is thereby characterized by its spatial position alone -no other information is assumed to be available for tracking. This makes a lot of sense in applications where the visual appearance of the objects to be tracked are too similar to distinguish them on the basis of their voxel representation alone. This situation is typical in biology.
With segmentation taken care of in an initial step, the tracking phase must link segmented objects in pairs of images to each other. Special events that might occur, such as cell divisions, cell death, or cell disappearance/reappearance from the field of view, have to be taken care of as well.
We divide published tracking approaches into two broad classes: (i) state space models, and (ii) assignment models. Below we discuss advantages and disadvantages and provide examples for both approaches.
State space models (SSMs)
State space models have a long tradition in tracking, historically dating back to the 1960s [115] . Approaches of this class process data sequentially, for example time-point by time-point. Available and relevant information that can be extracted from the data is thereby aggregated into ''object states''. These states are then used to bias the segmentation and linking step during the next iteration. In other words, a state space model is any model that includes an observation process and a state process.
The state process models the dynamics of the observed system. This can for example include physical models of cell motion or temporal models of cell cycle events. The observation process, in contrast, models how a given state gives rise to certain measurements, e.g. segment positions in the image.
Early work addressed tracking of single or a hand-full of objects (such as ships or airplanes) from noisy sensor measurements (radar, sonar), predominantly by using Kalman and particle filters [116] . These approaches have been applied to biological data with some success [117] . However, the characteristics of biological image data make the problem considerably harder in most cases. Biological data often requires to track a large number of similar objects that can and will at times be densely packed. As a consequence this leads to ambiguity in associating measurements to tracked objects and in turn renders the object's state unreliable. Sometimes this can be resolved by maintaining multiple association hypotheses over multiple time-points. An excellent article taking this approach is [118] where they track thousands of targets in a multi-hypothesis Kalman filter based framework.
It has to be mentioned that, for example when tracking nuclei in Drosophila embryonic development, additional problems have to be addressed. The number of tracked objects varies over time, cell divisions, disappearing and reappearing cells, and cell death events have to be explicitly modeled and detected. While state space approaches can be extended to handle such events, these extensions are usually not very natural and do push this tracking approach to its computational limits. 
Assignment models (AMs)
Assignment models formulate the problem of associating segments (linking segmented objects over time) across all time-points as a global optimization problem. In the literature this approach is also known as tracking-by-assignment. In rough terms this means that one can step back a bit and look at all tracks at once in order to judge the quality of the overall solution. This helps avoiding solutions that look locally good but have consistency problems in a larger context.
Ambiguous segment associations, variable number of objects, and splitting and merging events can naturally be included into assignment models [119] . Given the segmented data, a cost is given to each possible segment association. These costs can be understood as a measure of how uncertain one is about the correctness of such association hypothesis. For example, a segmented object in one image could be associated to each of a number of segments in the next image. Costs for each such possible assignment can then depend on spatial displacement, segment similarity, and many more such characteristics. Alternatively, the same object might also divide or disappear, and again all possible such events would be enumerated and corresponding costs would be assigned.
To finally find the most likely tracking solution one needs to find an assignment that (i) minimizes the total cost caused by all activated (chosen) assignments, and (ii) is compliant to structural constraints that prevent choosing inconsistent associations [93] . 7 Different methods to find such a consistent assignment are known. Below we review 3 example systems.
Jaqaman et al. [120] approximate the global optimal solution by first establishing track segments between adjacent time-points, followed by gap closing, track splitting, and track merging in a second step. Both steps are formulated as linear assignment problems 8 which can be solved efficiently.
A quite different approach was first suggested by Padfield et al. [121, 122] . In their seminal work they show that segment assignment between two time-points, including splitting, merging, disappearing and reappearing of cells, can be modeled as a coupled minimum-cost flow problem and solved efficiently using the well established optimization method of linear programming (LP).
A similar formulation to solve the global assignment problem was recently suggested by Kausler et al. [119] . They propose to consider more than just two time-points at once. While this improves accuracy by enriching the temporal ''context'' upon which assignments can be chosen, it also makes the computational problem considerably harder. Additional constraints must be introduced in the LP-formulation of the optimization problem at hand. This turns the problem into an integer linear program for which one cannot guarantee polynomial runtime any longer. In the light of large biological datasets this might therefore seem impractical, but they show examples of real datasets that can be solved successfully and sufficiently fast.
SSMs vs. AMs
Comparing the two types of tracking models introduced above we see that the major difference is the way they search for their respective solution. Only state space models make use of sequential, frame-by-frame processing. Such a greedy approach makes it difficult to revise decisions that have been made earlier. In contrast, this is not an issue in (global) assignment models, which can moreover also handle track splitting, merging, and other events more naturally. But, as we pointed out above, this does come at a price -assignment models tend to be computationally expensive since a high-dimensional integral objective function has to be optimized.
The advantage of state space models is the natural incorporation of prior knowledge in the form of dynamics models. While dynamics models can in principle also be incorporated in assignment models, they would introduce higher-order costs (higher order factors) that can easily render the needed optimization intractable.
Special segmentation or linking strategies
To conclude our discussion about existing tracking approaches we want to point the reader's attention to some systems built for biological data that do not separate segmentation and linking as strictly as the before-mentioned models.
Initially we pointed out that joint segmentation and tracking approaches promise low error rates at high or even infeasible computational cost. Any model that softens the boundary between segmentation and tracking must therefore be critically evaluated on the basis of their improvement potential vs. their potential scalability issues.
Fred Hamprecht's group recently proposed a tracking system with interacting segmentation and linking phases [123] . Already in a previous study [119] they proposed a system capable of dealing with over-segmentations. They show how to define assignment costs in such a way that the linking phase can filter away segments that do not corresponds to real objects. Fundamental for this to work is the observations that only correct segmentations are consistent across multiple time-points. Schiegg et al. [123] added functionality to deal with under-segmentations as well. If, during the linking phase, multiple segmented objects are best assigned to only one segment, this segment can be subdivided, thereby fixing this apparent under-segmentation.
Funke et al. [93] include similar ideas by constructing a multitude of overlapping segmentation hypotheses that are, similar to the work by Kausler et al. [119] , filtered by the linking procedure.
Approaches that sequentially process time-points are naturally interleaving tracking and segmentation. The state of the previously processed time-point can be used to guide segmentation of the current one. Tomer et al. [88] track in image volumes of Drosophila embryogenesis using a Gaussian mixture model, where each Gaussian component models one ellipsoidal nucleus. At each time point, initialised by the estimated previous distribution of nuclei, the current image is segmented using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm to adapt the model to the image intensities.
State-space models can additionally employ their process model to predict how the system dynamics evolve. Li et al. [124] , for example, use an interacting multiple models filter and nonparametric contour evolution to segment and track thousands of objects in 2D phase contrast time lapse data sets.
As we did above for automated segmentation approaches, we do also need to point out in the context of tracking that having user-friendly, adaptive tools to visualize and modify automatically found tracking solutions is at least as important as the automated tracking itself. In Fig. 4 we illustrate how such software could look like.
Segmentation and tracking in practical applications
The application of the above discussed methods to solve questions in Drosophila research is in its infancy. Segmentation methods for blob-shaped objects, e.g. nuclei, range from relatively efficient approaches [35, 87, 125] , to more complex optimization based approaches, like [88, 103, 126] . 7 Structural constrains are needed to rule out logically wrong solutions. A valid solution will, for example, never let a cell vanish and divide at the same time. The minimal cost solution is then only chosen among all solutions that are logically correct in the above sense. 8 Assignment problems are also known as maximum weight matching problems in the mathematical field of combinatorics.
Examples for applications that require the segmentation of cell boundaries in membrane labeled data can for example be found in [91, 127] .
Of the approaches discussed above [88, 119, 123] were applied to tracking nuclei in Drosophila. Kausler et al. [119] evaluate their method on a sequence of 40 time points of the syncytial blastoderm, acquired with a light-sheet microscope. Tomer et al. [88] track over 3000 cells for 140 time points of early embryogenesis, reconstructing 70% of correct lineages through two cycles of mitotic waves.
The broader application of state-of-the-art segmentation and tracking methods is certainly just around the corner. The highspeed, live imaging technology is slowly finding its way into the laboratories of Drosophila researchers. Systems biology approaches will require quantitative extraction of complex phenotypic data from multi-dimensional images such as cell lineages from SPIM recordings. We cannot stress enough that this can be achieved only if the segmentation and tracking approaches are made available as efficient, extensible software. In the next article we will discuss the software packages that will make it happen. [128, 129] including the bioimage informatics research area [130] . The unifying argument in favor of open source tools is the necessity to understand what the methods applied to the data do and to be able to extend them, particularly for frontier, non-routine research questions. Drosophila research field is relatively small, compared to research areas dealing with directly medical applications, and it is unlikely that tools specifically tailored for Drosophila will be developed commercially.
Fortunately, there is a plethora of open source bioimage informatics tools that collectively cover the range of applications on commercial platforms [131] and in specialized areas, such as Drosophila research, often offer much more tailored solutions. Comparisons of the performance of the open source platforms have been attempted [132, 133] , however the results favoring the platforms developed by the authors themselves cast doubt on their objectivity. In Table 1 we list the platforms ordered by the number of citations of their primary papers. Performance comparisons of various open source tools are meaningless, since each one of them is strong in certain areas and outperformed in others. We believe that biologists should explore all possibilities and use the platform that is best adapted to their particular task. Efforts to provide online voting forums for solutions available through multiple open source projects are underway (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/obia-tags/ index.html) and will greatly facilitate decision making.
The bioimage informatics open source platforms are driven by academics who are typically solving their own biological research questions. Therefore, one way to discriminate among the platforms is to concentrate on the ones that are primarily driven by the researchers from the Drosophila field (Table 1) . We briefly highlight the particular strengths of Fiji [58] , Vaa3D [53] and Ilastik [113] which does not mean that tools useful for Drosophila researchers cannot be found on platforms like Icy [132] , BioimageXD [133] , Endrov [134] , EBImage [135] or CellProfiler [136] .
Fiji (Fiji Is Just ImageJ) is a widely adopted distribution of ImageJ, which is the undisputed leader in open source bioimage informatics platforms [58, 137] . Fiji focuses on image analysis in life sciences (while ImageJ's reach is even broader) and many of the applications developed specifically for Fiji have been optimized on Drosophila data. As described above, Fiji has popular solutions for image stitching [57] , EM data registration and analysis [66, 69, 70] , SPIM image processing [76, 84] , segmentation (http:// fiji.sc/Trainable_Segmentation) and tracking (http://fiji.sc/ TrackMate, [138] . There are many other specialized and general purpose image analysis tools in Fiji and the list is ever growing (http://fiji.sc). Fiji offers convenient means for software dissemination through the update system and it can be extended in various ways with simple macros, scripting languages and full blown plugins building on the tradition of ImageJ. The long term future of the project is intimately tied to ImageJ2 (http://developer.imagej.net/ about), which is redesigning the core of ImageJ according to modern software engineering principles.
Vaa3D (previously known as V3D) is the product of Drosophila oriented research projects at the Janelia Farm Research Campus. Vaa3D focuses particularly on applications in neurobiology and provides tools for registration of Drosophila brains [51] as well as 3D digital atlas of Caenorhabditis elegans adaptable to Drosophila applications [139] . Vaa3D excels in 3D image visualization and enables biologist to interact with very large 3D imagery in an interactive manner [140] . The user interaction is facilitated by state-of-the-art automated 3D segmentation algorithms optimized particularly for neuron tracing [141] . Similarly to ImageJ Vaa3D is extensible through a plugin architecture.
Ilastik is a tool focusing on user friendly image classification and segmentation [113] . It uses simple labels provided by users to extract a range of local image features and use them to train a random forest classifier that is then able to distinguish the labeled structures in images automatically. It is comparable to trainable segmentation plugin in Fiji, but additionally it is able to extract features in up to four-dimensional pixel neighborhoods. Ilastik is a tool that emphasizes ease-of-use and although it does not have general functionality comparable to Fiji, Icy or Vaa3D, it does its machine learning task very well and its feature spectrum can be extended through plugins. It has been applied to segmentation of EM datasets and soon there will be a version available for segmentation and tracking in the context of massive Drosophila SPIM datasets (Fred Hamprecht, personal communication). Ilastik is developed by a computer vision group and the algorithms behind its friendly interface are state-of-the-art and reflect the results of ongoing computer science research.
Besides centrally organized open source platforms many researchers in the Drosophila research community develop standalone applications solving very specific image analysis problems. Besides the lack of reusability, interoperability and duplication of efforts [142] , it has been shown that such programs have often limited lifetime [143] . We therefore advocate strongly for incorporating new solutions into established open source platforms [130] .
Can biologists play along?
Another benefit of using established open source platforms for developing new image analysis solution for Drosophila research is that they typically provide infrastructure for development of customized tools that are accessible even to amateur programmers. In an online poll that was slightly biased towards the Drosophila research community, it has become apparent that many biologists possess serious programming skills [130] . Since biologists understand the problem they are trying to solve best, when given the right level of access to the algorithmic libraries on open source platform, they can often solve the problems most efficiently.
Open source platforms give by definition full access to its source code and so everything is possible. On the other hand these are complex software engineering projects that require serious computer science expertise to master. Fortunately, many platforms, and in particular Fiji and Icy, offer possibility to access the internal functionality written in Java through higher level scripting languages. Fiji inherits from ImageJ the ultimately simplified macro language that enables recording of manually executed commands. In combination with rudimentary macro language constructs this can be used to establish relatively sophisticated pipelines with truly minimal knowledge of programming. On a higher level, Fiji offers four scripting languages and command line interpreters (Python, Javascript, Beanshell and Clojure) that together with a dedicated scripting editor plugin can be used to write complex programs and distribute them through the Updater [58] . An example of such program is the CoverMaker script that builds image mosaics from a database of Drosophila embryo in situ images. It was programmed by a biologist (Pavel Tomancak personal communication http://fiji.sc/Cover_Maker).
Another way to make building image analysis tools accessible to biologists is visual programming. Icy provides a powerful editor for assembling pipelines of image processing tools using drag-anddrop of modular software components. Similar functionality is available through the image processing toolbox of KNIME [144] which can string together software components from different image analysis platforms and additionally provides access to extensive library of data analysis tools.
Will the computer science community help us?
No matter how skilled some biologists are in programming, some problems in bioimage informatics such as tracking of all cells in noisy, anisotropic and temporally sparse microscopy recordings or reconstructing the connectome from imperfect EM datasets of the entire nervous system, will require the input from professional computer scientists. Although these problems are challenging and fascinating to biologists, they are attractive to computer science professionals only if they advance their own research agenda. That Table 1 Open source platforms with some relation to Drosophila research. We list the platforms in descending order of number of citations of its primary paper. Clearly, the older platforms had more time to accumulate citations. In the second column we list the programming language in which the software is written and the advanced image processing libraries it is using. agenda will typically not include Drosophila biology, although there are exceptions [145] . The activity in the segmentation and tracking field described above indicates that the types of problems posed by biology are at least different enough from typical computer vision problems to be interesting. A second, related issue is that biological image data tend to be very large and the algorithms have to run fast to be useful. Regardless of who does the necessary software engineering, be it the biologists or the computer scientists [130] , they need state-of-the-art programming tools. Users of the open source platforms are for example not interested in the intricacies of loading data from microscopy manufacturers proprietary formats. Therefore, the successful general purpose open source tools all use the Bioformats library that deals with this issue and enables opening of arbitrary microscopy images [146] . The open source platforms discussed in the previous section, Fiji and Ilastik, use advanced libraries for multi-dimensional image analysis, ImgLib2 [147] and Vigra [148] respectively. These are under the hood engines that a regular user of the platforms need not know much about. However, for the professional programmers these tools are indispensable for turning the abstract formulation of image analysis algorithm into a useful, scalable and reusable implementation. Given the diversity in the dimensionality and types of the image data microscopes produce, it is necessary to have software abstraction that free the programmers from having to rewrite algorithms for analysis of different imaging modalities. ImgLib2 achieves this for Java and Vigra provides equivalent functionality for C++. Interestingly, even though they are built using diametrically different programming languages, their underlying principles are similar and they can be made to work together (Tobias Pietzsch, personal communication). Conceptually, they are both designed with the ability to adapt to arbitrary data structures. Another well established code library, ITK [149] , has been used extensively to deal with registration and segmentation of medical images and has become the engine behind the BioimageXD platform [133] . Establishing bridges between the various open source projects and finding compatibilities among the libraries is a future challenge of the bioimage informatics research field.
Future directions
In summary, the field of Drosophila research is in the fortunate situation where some of the frontiers research questions in biological image analysis are solved using the microscopy data generated in this model. Many areas specific to Drosophila research, in particular the approaches to automated behavioral analysis in video sequences of adult flies, have not been discussed here. There are also many advanced bioimage informatics projects using data from other model organisms such as mouse [150] , zebra fish [151] and mosaic developers with fixed cell lineage such as Caenorhabditis elegans [139] and Platynereis dumerillii [152] . The regulative nature of Drosophila development presents specific challenges, which make the analysis of expression patterns and cellular lineages more complicated. This is not necessarily a disadvantage since the computer science community is looking for hard problems. It is important that Drosophila researchers acknowledge the need to use advanced image analysis approaches to analyze image data. While some biologists enjoy solving the image analysis problems and open source tools make it possible, the input from computer science professionals is crucial. Biologists should be willing to share image data and to facilitate the research agenda of bioimage informatics researchers that may seem obscure to them. At the same time, emphasis should be put on developing usable and preferably open source solutions that can be used, preferably by biologists themselves, to solve biological problems.
